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Background: Coronary bifurcation, especially LAD ostial lesions remain a challenging subset of percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). Both 
pathological and intravascular ultrasound findings demonstrate that in LAD ostial lesion, lateral wall shows significantly greater plaque thickness 
than the flow divider, indicating that coronary flow affected by anatomy may be an important factor for the development of the lesion. Multislice CT 
can simultaneously evaluate bifurcation stenosis and anatomy including 3D angle, therefore it may be useful to prove this hypothesis.
Methods: We investigated 117 patients with significant LAD disease diagnosed by 64-row multislice CT. They were compared with age and 
gender matched 117 controls without LAD disease. Patients with LAD disease were then divided into two groups: LAD ostial (N=20) and non-ostial 
lesions (N=97). Left main (LMT)-LAD and LMT-LCx 3D angle were analyzed using CT work station (Ziostation, Tokyo) as previously reported. LMT-LAD 
angle<30 degree was defined as ‘obtuse’ angle.
Results: There were no significant differences of LMT-LAD or LMT-LCx 3D angles between LAD disease and controls. However, among LAD disease, 
LMT-LAD angle were significantly acuter in ostial than in non-ostial. Moreover, prevalence of obtuse angle was much smaller in ostial group.
Conclusions: Acute angle is mandatory for the development of LAD ostial disease. This steepness must be associated with the poor procedural 
and clinical outcome of PCI for LAD ostial lesions.
LAD disease
(N=117)
Control
(N=117)
P
LAD ostial disease 
(N=20)
LAD non-ostial disease 
(N=97)
P
Age (years) 67.6 67.6
0.99
(matched)
67.9 67.5 0.87
Male gender (%) 73.5 73.5
1.0
(matched)
75.0 74.0 0.92
LMT-LAD angle (degree) 33.4 32.9 0.72 43.1 31.4 <0.0001
LMT-LCx angle (degree) 45.8 45.0 0.70 47.9 45.4 0.53
Obtuse (<30) LMT-LAD angle 
(%)
41.0 47.0 0.43 5.0 48.5 0.0003
